BRIDGE TO A SHARED PERSPECTIVE
A Capital Campaign of Perquimans Arts League

*Generous Donors*
(As of November 3, 2021)

**President’s Club:**

- Ed and Velvet Sanford
- Constance and Frank Jaklic
- Dr. and Mrs. Robert Earl Lane
- Anonymous
- Victor & Jody Burdell

**Collectors:**

- Dorothy Ansell
- Guy Simmons
- Brenda Dail
- Anne H. Lankford

**Curators:**

- Sharon and Jim Smith
- Ron and Teresa Ben-Dov
- Murielle and Blake Harmon
- Beth Sessoms and Leo Orenstein
- Barbara Krupp
- Robert and Vaneeda Bennett
- Cynthia Owens
- Margie and Bob Decker
- Steve and Barbara Borleske
- Annemarie and Steve Pomp
- Julia Stapleton
- Suzanne & Mike Niver
- Warren and Sheryl Corr
- Tim and Kim Brinn
- Matthew and Susan Cyr
Exhibitors:

Robert and Nancy Dougherty
Douglas and Marcy Ashton
Anthony and Alison Edwards
Brenda Atkins
Kristen Johnson
Albert Bohn
Victor and Mimi Galgano
Lillian and Mark Maland
Harriett and Tony Hornthal
Virginia Miller and Don Keith
Beverly Brinn
Sara Winslow
Fran Taylor
Sharon Tunnell
George and Jean Oaks
Anne Carper
Merry Greene

Contributors:

Wendy Jewett
Bettie Lowe
Rebecca Davis
The Hertford Hub
Susan Corell-Hankinson
Laura Bartholomew
Ginnie Coleman
Nancy Eschman
Mary Ann Remer
Joyce Wilden
Sharon Burtner
Cheryl Carpenter
Annie Cummings
Joyce Mazur
Barbara Nixon
AB and Jackie Chapman
Sharon Butler
Barbara Vaughn
Daphne Marshall
Debra Waff
Peggy West
Chrissy Stocks
Suzanne Ratkowski
Marie Pope
Bethany Thompson
Lisa Roll